
Voyager 10.2.0 Release Resolved Issues

This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the 

Voyager 10.2.0 release October 2019.

See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/


Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key

ODBC Tablespace Bug Tablespace name is automatically 

uppercased when the link to Oracle is 

established. User can enter the 

tablespace name in any case they wish, 

and the connection will be established.

Prepackaged Access Reports VYG-7496

DOC: Suggestion for improvement for 

clarity of Technical User's Guide Bulk 

Export section

Documentation VYG-7617

Web: Command Keyword searches 

using the Search Codes 008P and 008L

OPAC VYG-4232

ACQ: Able to change Type on Approved 

PO

When a PO is approved or retrieved, 

check its status. If approved, do not allow 

the user to change its type.

Acquisitions VYG-6780

BULK: Customer environment throws 

coredump on replace of specific record

Bulk Import VYG-7132

Some MFHDs cause Marc Export to fail, 

coredump

MARC export VYG-7245

CIRC: Unable to alter due date after 

recall cancelled

A small boolean logic was corrected in 

the rollback logic which is part of the 

recall cancelation request.

Circulation VYG-7297

Exception on Lost Item Processing fee 

not included in Exception Report output

Five exceptions were added to the 

creation of the exception report: Overdue 

fine not removed (56), Processing fee 

not removed (57), Replacement fee not 

removed (58), Patron counter not 

decremented (58), Lost statues not 

removed (61)

Circjob, Circulation, System 

Administration

VYG-7314

bibtext regens core dumps if the MARC 

338 field is too wide

Indexing/Regen VYG-7415

Display doesn't show all tabs for call slips 

in patron record in circulation

Circulation VYG-7437
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key

ACQ: Start Over button does not 

respond after closing Route Serials Issue

Set focus back to the main Acquisitions 

window upon returning from the routing 

list window.

Acquisitions VYG-7460

Sorting/paging records in a linked set in 

WebV doesn't work

WebVoyage VYG-7529

ACQ - In Recv/Mark Item Window 

Operator Can Save To Location Outside 

of Policy

Use a different API in the voyager dll to 

retrieve only those locations from the 

Acq profile of the logged-in user.

Acquisitions VYG-7552
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